
Understand Web Design After Reading These Helpful Tips
 

Many people build websites that are difficult to read due to poorly chosen fonts. Using the

correct font size provides the viewer with a pleasant reading experience. Visit website has

many tips that can show you these aspects and more in terms of web design. 

 

Avoid using so-called "mystery meat navigation". This involves using unlabeled images or

other elements for the site's navigation. In many cases, the visitor has to mouse over the

buttons to even see what they do. Navigation is best kept simple. Use text links across the

top or along the left side of the page. 

 

It's crucial for your site to pass a NoScript test. Firefox has a simple extension called

NoScript that will perform the test. It will be normal for some content not to work, like the

ordering system, but a blank page is a red flag. 

 

Don't use splash pages for your site unless required by law, and especially don't use a Flash

intro. Most people just want to get to your content as quickly as possible, and don't care to

look at useless splash pages. If you have some amusing content that you absolutely want

visitors to see, integrate it into the homepage instead. 

 

Don't force users to install strange BHOs. Many tech-savvy users won't do it. Common

offenders include unusual video players, image viewers, and platforms for interactive games.

For most standard use cases, there is a trusted plugin, such as Windows Media Player or

even Flash) that will do what you want without driving away users. 

 

If you want help with your web design, look at purchasing on of many site design programs

available on the market. A professional website is within your reach when you use these

tools. If your website has no appeal, the visitors will not come. 

 

If you believe your site may be accessed via mobile devices, you will want to keep your

designs simple. The use of flash, excessive images, and complicated menus will not

translate well to a mobile platform. Keep your page clean and simple, or create a specific

mobile site for your users. 

 

Don't use frames when you design your site so that it is better suited to search engines.

While they improve your site's looks, any information contained in a frame is not indexed by

search engines. Your rating will not be very high if search engines can't see some of your

important info. Your ranking is often what determines the number of visitors you have. 

 

Make sure your business logo is well-designed and prominently on every page of your site.

Your logo is a key component of your brand, and it should be one of the first things people

see when they go to your website. If you can't come up with a good idea for a logo, there are

design firms that will make you one at relatively low cost. 

 

https://getpocket.com/@moos94svenningsen


Your site should be optimized to handle older Internet Explorer versions. People usually say

they hate Internet Explorer, but many people still use it. You will have to use workarounds

when dealing with this issue, so keep that in mind. Make sure you look at the very vexing

"box model bug" that IE experienced. 

 

Although More that a host makes available for web design can help you arrange your site's

basic layout, you shouldn't rely on them exclusively. You want a site that truly reflects your

personality and business image, and that requires some custom options not offered by these

tools. 

 

Hosting your own website might not be a good choice. Design as much as you can yourself,

but letting someone else host it will free up some of your time, allowing you to work on other

things. 

 

Make sure that you periodically go back and try to remember all that you've learned thus far.

One of the biggest problems people have when they first start out with web design is that

they learn one or two things and forget them a couple of days later, which can hurt their

website progress. 

 

As you can now see, it is easy to build a website. These easy tips will help you make a

website that is easy to read.
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